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Figure 1a - Display cabinet in Natural Oak with glass shelves and sides
7ft tall and 20” wide
(These display cabinets are made to order)
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INTRODUCTION
WHO ARE WE?

A small close knit team of men and women ranging in age from 17 to 70, mostly
originally trained by Ian Edwards in the 1970s, 80s, and 90s.

WHERE ARE WE?

In the Spa town of Harrogate, North Yorkshire.

WHAT DO WE DO?

We make hand made, hand polished furniture on a small scale that, when finished, will
last more than a human lifespan.

WHAT DON’T WE DO?

We don’t make upholstered furniture or chairs, or furniture that you have to build
yourself when you get it!

WHAT ARE OUR CABINETS MADE OF?

We use a combination of wood veneered boards with solid wood edges and solid wood
frames on our doors.
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WHAT RANGES OF FURNITURE DO WE MAKE?
(1) V-MAXS (Open adjustable racks for CDs / DVDs / Videos / Books etc)
(2) WIZARDS (Rotating four sided cabinets for storage as for V-maxs)
(3) CHESTS (Storage for CDs / DVDs / Videos / Audio Tapes / Mini Discs / DAT
Tapes / 7” Singles / Sheet Music, or even clothes)
(4) JOANNAS (Open towers for L.P. Storage in various sizes)
(5) VARISPACE (Open storage for L.Ps. / Books, and 7” singles)
(6) BRUNSWICK (Storage with doors for L.Ps. / Books, and 7” singles)
(7) X-NOX (CD Chests combined with L.P. Cupboards)
(8) JT – HI-FI (Open fronted and closed fronted cabinets for hi-fi etc.)
(9) ORPHEO (Cabinets for sheet music with doors)
(10) TV (For TVs and associated equipment, and / or DVD Storage)
(11) COMPUTER DESKS (Made to order)
(12) BOOK SHELVING (Made to order)
(13) SPECIALS (Made to your requirements, combinations of the above, bedroom
furniture, wardrobes etc)
WHAT CAN MY FURNITURE LOOK LIKE?
All the above ranges of furniture can be made in various ‘styles’, these in combination
with the wood and fittings chosen give an extremely varied range of ‘looks’ that it is
possible to choose from, for a piece of furniture for any given purpose.
WHAT ARE THE STYLES THAT ARE AVAILABLE?
We have made cabinets in many styles over the years for example ‘Victorian’ and ‘Art
Deco’ but at present our standard styles are as follows:
• ‘Georgian’ – (Georgian inspired traditional looking furniture)
• ‘Current Edwards’ – (This is an understated fairly timeless style that can be
made to look more modern or more traditional depending on the choice of
fittings and colours used)
• ‘Spa’ – (A luxury contemporary look that although modern looking shouldn’t
look dated in 20 years time)
• ‘Cubic’ – (Crisp no fuss modern furniture for maximum strength and maximum
storage)
The four Chests illustrated (Pages 4, 5.) show these four key styles, which can be seen
throughout the brochure applied to other ranges of furniture, such as record cupboards.
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WHAT ARE THE WOODS AVAILABLE?

We have a wide variety that fall into three main categories which affects the price.
(1) STANDARD WOODS (As priced on price list)
(2) TROPICAL WOODS (10% more expensive than standard woods)
(3) EXOTIC WOODS (20% more expensive than standard woods)
LIGHT COLOURED STANDARD WOODS:
Oak,
Ash,
Maple,
Beech,

DARKER COLOURED STANDARD WOODS:
Cherry,
Elm,
Stained Oak,

Pine

Stained Mahogany

STAINED OAKS AND MAHOGANYS (also standard woods):
Both oak and mahogany are often stained; we have a standard range of colours, which
are as follows:
OAK – Light,
Medium,
Golden,
Dark,

MAHOGANY – Standard,

Brown,

Golden,

Antique

TROPICAL WOODS
Teak,
Black American Walnut

EXOTIC WOODS
Rosewood,

We have colour samples available for people unsure of colours. If none of our standard
colours are suitable, it is usually possible to mix up a special stain.

Finish - Maple/Mahogany

CUBIC STYLE

Finish - Rosewood

GEORGIAN STYLE
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Finish - Antique Cherry

CURRENT STYLE

Finish - Cherry

SPA STYLE
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What Fittings Can I Have?

Our furniture is supplied with a standard range of handles which are:
Wood knobs, antique brass knobs, brushed chrome knobs, Georgian style drop handles,
Regency ring pulls, and bar handles.
We also have a massive range of alternative handles etc. that we can get if none of the
above are suitable, or in some cases a customer may send their own.
We use brass ‘piano hinges’ or ‘chrome hinges’ dependant on customer requirements.
Our doors are let into solid wood rebates with magnet catches.

How do I go about ordering a Cabinet?

An order can be made by filling out the yellow order form and returning with a cheque
for 1/3rd of the total cost, or can be made by
bank
over
the transfer.
telephone by use of a debit or credit
As
the brochure is somewhat complicated please feel free to telephone for help in
card.
making
an order,isorsomewhat
to discusscomplicated
requirements.
As the brochure
please feel free to telephone for help in
making an order, or to discuss requirements.

How do we get the Furniture to You?
How
do we
getyour
thefurniture
Furniture
You?in the case of our overseas and some of
We
usually
bring
to youtoexcept

We usually
bring your customers,
furniture tofor
youwhom
except
thean
case
of our overseas
andcompany
some of
our
more inaccessible
weinuse
international
removal
our more
inaccessible
customers,
for whom
use an international
removal
company
(see
our yellow
order form
for details).
Somewe
customers
elect to make
their own
(see our yellow order form for details). Some customers elect to make their own
arrangements.
arrangements.
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OUR RANGES OF FURNITURE

(1) The V-Max Range

V-Maxes are made up to 15 CD shelves high (915⁄8”), 24” wide, double widths, triple
widths and special widths are available.

Mainly designed for CD’s with enormous
adjustability for DVD’s, video tapes,
books, etc.
Wall mounted designs are also available.
They can also be made with, glass doors,
wood framed glass doors, wooden doors,
or wood framed doors (see price list).
Figure 1 (Left) - The 12 shelf V-Max
illustrated can hold 660 CD’s or can be set
up to hold 320 DVD’s.

Figure 2 (Right) double 7 Shelf V-Max in Light Oak,
with wood framed glass doors.
Capacity 770 CD’s
The unit is: 39” wide,
471⁄2” high, and
81⁄2” deep
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(2) The Wizard Range

Adjustable Shelving Rotating Units

For CD’s, DVD’s, Books, Video’s, or any mixture of these. The Wizard rotates
smoothly on bearings, even when fully loaded.
The Wizard is only made in the style illustrated. The wizards all have octagonal bases
apart from the new Micro Wizards, which have square bases.
Figure 3 (Below, Left) - The Super 13 Wizard holds 1,976 CD’s.

The new Micro Wizard for smaller
collections has a square base rather than
an octagonal one, and is made in a choice
of heights, from 5 to 8 shelves.
Figure 4 - The Micro Wizard shown
below has 6 shelves and holds 576 CD’s.

24” sq

34”
813⁄4”

Turning circle diameter
353⁄4”
Height
871⁄4”

Academic
(Books)

251⁄2” sq

Super 14
2296 CD’s

34”
813⁄4”

24” sq

Super 13
1976 CD’s

301⁄2”
753⁄4”

211⁄2” sq

Standard
1536 CD’s

Wizards rotating adjustable-shelf storage units

26”
631⁄2”

181⁄4” sq

Mini
960 CD’s
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(3) The Drawer Chest Range

This is an ever expanding range!
The chests are available in all our styles or to a style specified by the client.
We have our own unique system for dividing up the drawers inside (see specifications).
We have designs for CD / DVD / Video / Mini Disc / Audio Tapes / DAT Tapes / 7”
singles / or even clothes. It is possible to have a chest with a combination of drawers
for different uses all in the same cabinet. Because of the huge number of different uses
available it is not practical to give prices for all the permutations. However a price can
be obtained very quickly by means of a telephone call. Our price list shows the prices
for CD and DVD chests, in our various styles.
Information on our chests
-1- The drawers pull out fully on extending metal runners that are rated at 63kg
(10stone)
-2- Are designed with clearance for those CD’s in boxes, so that spines of CD’s,
DVD’s etc. face upwards for easy reading.
-3- Each drawer is divided into channels by partitions which run from back to front
of the drawer. (See figure 5 and 6).
-4- The partitions have notches in them to hold a thin piece of fibre-board which
holds the CD’s upright, which can be moved backwards and forwards as the
drawers fill up.
-5- The partitions are set at different widths depending on what the drawer is to be
used for.
-6- Most of the CD chests come in 2,3,4, or 5 channel widths.
-7- DVD chests are usually made In 2,3, or 4 channel widths.
-8- The side depth of the cabinet is the back to front measurement (see figure 7)
-9- Our chests are usually made in a choice of 2 standard side depths, 15 1⁄4“ and 19 1⁄4“.
-10- The side depth chosen effects the capacity of the drawers (see figure 8)
-11- Other depth chests are made to order.

Figure 5 – above
4 channel CD drawer

Figure 6 – above
3 channel DVD drawer

Figure 8 - drawer chest capacity per channel.
1
15 ⁄4 ” side depth
CD’s
30
DVD’s
23
Videos
12
Audio Tapes
19

Figure 7 – above
chest side depth
19 1⁄4 ” side depth
40
30
16
25

CHESTS FROM LEFT TO RIGHT
‘GEORGIAN’ STYLE WALNUT CHEST, ‘CUBIC’ STYLE MAPLE CHEST,
‘GEORGIAN’ STYLE MAHOGANY CHEST

FIGURE 9 - DRAWER CHESTS: 3 WAYS TO STORE 1,120 CD’s
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Figure 10 – ASH ‘SPA’ STYLE CHEST
with ANTIQUE BRASS KNOBS
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Figure 11 – OAK ‘CURRENT’ STYLE CHEST
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(4) The Joanna Range (tall towers for LP’s)

These are made in Current, Cubic or Georgian style, the one illustrated is Cubic (figure
12, below left).
The advantage of the Cubic style for these towers is that they can be butted up side by
side, along a wall.
They are extremely strongly made; the 20” wide 6 tier weighs 250kg (39stone) when
fully loaded, and will last more than a lifetime.
This range is made in 5 or 6 tier height and 20, 30, or 40” wide (see price list)
Special widths can be made to order.

Figure 12: Joanna

(5) The Varispace Range

Figure 13: Varispace

This range covers our open fronted record and book shelving furniture and is available
in Current, Georgian, Cubic and Spa styles.
These units are made up to 64” wide and 6 tiers high.
Special sizes can be made to fit almost any space (see figure 13, above right)
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(6) The Brunswick Range

These are again for records and books but have wooden doors on them, they can be
made in any of our styles.
The price list refers to wooden doors however they can be made with wood framed
panelled doors, wood framed glass doors, or free hanging toughened glass doors. (see
figures 14, 15, and 16)

The image above (Figure 14) is of a Teak Brunswick and it is in ‘CURRENT’ style.
This is a 3 Tier cabinet and is 40” wide
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Figure 15 (Below) is a Victorian
style Brunswick. This particular
one is 5 tiers high and is 40” wide.
to put all your L.P.’s into.

Figure 16 (Above) Is a ‘SPA’ style special
Brunswick in Cherry. This has raised and
fielded panelled doors. This is also adapted
inside for HI-FI, DVD’s and L.Ps.
This particular unit is: 101” high
32” wide
14” deep
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(7) The X-Nox range

These are units that are a combination of a drawer chest with a cupboard usually for
L.P.’s or HI-Fi. They can be arranged with the cupboard above the drawer section or
with the cupboard to one side of the drawers depending on the customers requirements.
They are available in all our styles and the drawers can be for any use.

Figure 17 Current style
26 5⁄16” wide x 80” high x 191⁄4” deep
Light Oak,
holds 500 L.P.’s
200 Cassettes
640 CD’s

Figure 18 Cubic Style
28 5/16” wide x 81 3⁄16” high x 191⁄4” deep
Maple
holds 500 L.P.’s
800 CD’s

Figure 19 Current Style - 40” wide x 34” high
Oak with Mahogany edges
Is a CD, DVD, L.P, and HI-Fi combination
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(8) The JT Hi-Fi Range

These can be built in any of our styles and are mostly made to order due to the vast
range of people’s requirements. (The ones illustrated are priced on the price list to give
an indication of the cost of various types, Figures 20 - 25)
They can be built with lift up lids for turntables and can have CD and/or L.P. Storage
incorporated into them, either below or at the side. They can be open fronted or have
various types of doors. They have adjustable shelves that are scalloped out at the back
to allow wires to pass between them and have vented backs to allow ventilation, and
for plugs to pass through.
We have coded six types of JT unit as examples of some of the permutations possible,
these are JT 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. (see figures 20 – 25, and price list)

Figure 20 - JT 1 (open fronted hi-fi units)

Figure 21 - JT 2 (Hi-Fi unit with doors)

The above image is a Cubic Style JT
unit in Maple and has adjustable
shelves. The unit is: 32” high
21” wide
15 1⁄2” deep

The above image is a Mahogany
Georgian Style JT unit with wood
framed glass doors.
The unit is: 31” high
18 1⁄2” wide
18” deep
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Figure 22 - JT 3 (Hi-Fi units with doors
and drawers for CD storage)

Figure 23 - JT 4 (Hi-Fi units with lift up
lid for turntable and doors)

The above image is a Current Style
JT unit in Cherry and has wood
framed glass doors with 3 CD
drawers. The unit is: 48” high
21” wide
19 1⁄4” deep

The above image is a Georgian style
JT unit in Golden Mahogany and has
wood framed glass doors.
The unit is: 32” high
18 1⁄2” wide
18” deep

Figure 24 - JT 5 (units with lift up lid for
turn table, 2 doors for hi-fi, and
drawers for storage)

Figure 25 - JT 6 (open hi-fi stands built to
the customers requirements, priced per
tier, see price list)

The above image is a Current Style
JT unit in Oak and has wood
framed glass doors and 1 CD
drawer. The unit is: 51” high
21” wide
19 1⁄4” deep

The above image is an Oak stand (JT
6) the unit is: 36” high
24” wide
17” deep
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(9) The ‘Orpheo’ Range

These are for storage of sheet music. They can be made in any of our styles and contain
adjustable shelving (see figures 26- 27)

Figure 26 (Left) - ‘Orpheo’ cabinet in
Current style Mahogany.
The unit is: 50 1⁄2” high
16” wide
12” depth

Figure 27 (Right) - Double
‘Orpheo’ cabinet, Georgian
style in Mahogany with wood
panelled doors.
The unit is: 52” high
32 3⁄8” wide
12 3⁄8” deep

Drawer Chest’s for sheet music are made to order …
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(10) The TV Cabinet Range

These are all made to order and can be in any style. They can be designed to hold the
TV on top with spaces below for equipment or drawers for DVD’s etc, or the TV can
go inside the cabinet behind doors. When the Television is stored behind doors the back
of the unit is usually cut out to allow sound and heat out and air in to it.
If plain wood doors are chosen it is possible to have them hinged so that they fold back
on themselves, to the side of the cabinet

Figure 28 (Left) TV cabinet ‘Spa’ style in Cherry, with
wood panelled doors and storage for
DVD, Video, and Cable equipment.
The unit is: 44” high
36” wide
21” deep

(11) The Computer Desk Range

These are made to order in any style to customers specifications.

Figure 29 (above) - The computer desk is Cubic style and is in Oak.
The unit is 29” high
42” wide
19 1⁄4” deep
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(12) Book Shelving

lised. the
Please note: We can make any size in various wood types not only those lised,
discount of 25% still applies.
Examples of recently made book shelving
to most areas)

A Cherry 10ft x 8ft, with fixed shelves
Full price £4,800
to most areas)
With discount NOW £3,600

FULL PRICE £2,940

An Oak 10ft x 4ft with all shelves adjustable,
this example is shown in the SPA style.
Full price £2,940
With discount NOW £2,205
NOW £1,470

Stock bookcases available at 6ft x 2ft £493

7ft x 2ft £575

8ft x 2ft £657

ASSORTED ASH UNITS EDGED IN OAK
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5-tier Brunswick LP unit
793⁄4” high
203⁄4” wide

Glass-doored V-max
& drawer chest
32” wide

Bookcase with wood
framed glass doors
793⁄4” high, 33” wide

JT 5 Hi-Fi
with lift-up lid

SET OF OAK UNITS IN CURRENT STYLE (Medium Oak stain)
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Figure 32 - SPECIAL CHERRY CD / DVD / HI-FI / and L.P. CABINET
40” WIDE and 19 1⁄8” DEEP

TERMS OF BUSINESS
1. 33 1⁄3% (1⁄3) deposit with order please, to nearest £1
2. BALANCE IS DUE ON DELIVERY by client or his / her agent, who
should carefully examine goods on arrival.
3. Returns after delivery will incur an extra delivery charge.
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Visitors are welcome anytime But if you would like to visit our works, especially if you are coming from a
distance, it is best to phone beforehand to make sure we are open.
All day
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to Friday
Friday and
and Saturday
Saturday morning.
morning. (Closed
(Closed Bank
Bank Holidays)
Holidays)
All
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